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論 文 内 容 の 要 旨 
 
Chapter 1 Introduction 
In recent years, the acceleration of the miniaturization and high functionality of 
communication devices has enhanced the utility of the Internet of Things (IoT) environment. 
Therefore, IoT is adopted in various fields. The spread of IoT promotes the development and 
the use of network services. Also, the standardization of IEEE802.11 ai and the future 
expanse of 5G network expands the deployment and the use of IoT. 
With the spread of wireless communication technology and the IoT environment, users of 
mobile devices such as tablets and smartphones can use network services in various places 
and situations, and even while moving. However, when a user moves during the use of 
network service and connects to a different network, the IP address of the user's mobile device 
changes, and communication may be temporarily interrupted, making it difficult to use 
network service continuously. To overcome this issue, the demand for mobility management, 
which is a mechanism to continue communication even after the mobile node moves, has 
increased. 
Recently, many researchers focused on the centralized dynamic control that SDN provides 
and proposed mobility management approaches using SDN. The centralized control made it 
easy to manage mobility inside a network, and it also realized the communication route 
optimization after the move of a mobile device. However, though we need to manage mobility 
between networks controlled by different administrators, we cannot apply SDN as it is due to 
the characteristic of SDN. In these days, where the IoT environment spreads and many 
networks interconnect to form a larger network, there is a need for collaboration between 
SDN controllers controlled by different administrators. 
Moreover, to maintain the comfortable use of network services on moving mobile devices, 
routing optimization is required. By selecting an efficient communication route even after the 
move of the mobile device, we can avoid low throughput or high delay that degrades the 
communication quality. In an actual environment, there are many devices communicating, 
and the network state changes every second. Therefore, to always maintain comfortable 
communication, we need to consider the communications of other communicating devices and 
real-time network usage. 
To construct an inter-domain mobility management framework that enables us to continue 
comfortable communication even when a mobile node moves to another network, we set the 
challenges as below. 
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A) Challenges on SDN based inter-domain mobility management 
A-1) Difficulty in sharing information among SDN domains efficiently 
A-2) The difficulty of setting an efficient inter-domain communication route 
B) Challenges on routing after the move of mobile nodes 
B-1) The communication quality degradation caused by using only statical information 
B-2) The difficulty of setting communication routes satisfying requirements of 
communication 
In this thesis, we construct an inter-domain mobility management framework and extend 
the IDRF to select an efficient and flexible communication route to provide mobile device 
users with a seamless and comfortable use of network services. 
 
Chapter 2 SDN Based Inter-domain Mobility Management Framework 
In “Chapter 2 SDN Based Inter-domain Mobility Management Framework,” we proposed 
SDN based inter-domain mobility management framework that provides efficient information 
exchange and communication route management after the move of a mobile node between 
SDN domains. This framework focuses on inter-domain mobility management and controls 
inter-domain communication routes. 
The framework consists of two significant functions shown below. 
 Management Information Sharing Function (MISF) 
 Inter-domain Routing Function (IDRF) 
MISF searches for the SDN domain that an MN was in before move and limits the number 
of SDN domains to share information on MN and routing information. Thus, MISF reduces 
the traffic load between SDN controllers. 
IDRF calculates an end-to-end inter-domain communication route between an MN and its 
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corresponding node, which the mobile node is communicating with (CN) and announce the 
selected communication route only to the SDN domains in the path to optimize inter-domain 
communication routes. IDRF selects a low delay route with the least SDN domains to go 
through. Figure 1 shows the over view of the proposed framework. 
From the evaluations, we confirmed that we achieved to select communication routes with 
a low communication delay compared to legacy approaches and to reduce total traffic volume 
among SDN controllers. 
 
Chapter 3 Communication Quality Aware Routing Mechanism for Mobility Management 
In "Chapter 3 Communication Quality Aware Routing Mechanism for Mobility 
Management," we tackled with the degradation of communication quality by using only 
statical information for routing when an MN moves. The proposal is an end-to-end routing 
mechanism specified for mobility management that considers communication quality. 
This routing mechanism takes real-time information, such as available bandwidth, into 
account for routing. The notable feature of this routing mechanism is that it sets variable 
importance to each routing information. The network administrator can change the 
importance according to their demands. 
As a result, we succeeded in selecting new communication routes following the 
communication quality demands of a network. The evaluation results are depicted in Figure 2. 
From the experiments, we confirmed that the proposed method achieved to set a route that 
has a low delay and a high throughput compared to other approaches. Moreover, by setting 
different importance, we are able to select a proper route fulfilling the demands of a network. 
Thus, this mechanism leads to the comfortable use of network services. 
 
Chapter 4 Automatic Route Selection Method Based on Communication Type 
In "Chapter 4 Automatic Route Selection Method Based on Communication Type," we 
extended the routing mechanism to apply individual routing information importance to 
communication flows.  
The requirements for communications differ depending on the type of network service that 
is communicating. If a uniform routing standard is used for all communication flows, it is 
difficult to respond to different requirements, and the quality of communication may be 
degraded. To avoid this problem, we proposed an automatic communication route selection 
method based on the communication type, which classifies the flows into several classes and 
applies routing information importance to each flow automatically. 
The proposal consists of two parts shown below. 
 Communication type based flow classification 
 Automatic importance setter 
Communication type based flow classification classifies communication flows into classes. 
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The demands of the network service communication quality can be sorted into several groups. 
Thus, we sorted network services into four classes and constructed a classifier that classifies 
communication flows to those classes. Since we use only 10 packets to classify the 
communication flows, it is able for the classifier to classify in real-time. 
Automatic importance setter sets the routing information importance that suits the class a 
flow is classified into. Referring to the results in Chapter 3, we made sets of importance for 
each class and applied them to the flows according to the classification results. 
We succeeded to classify flows and apply routing information importance that fulfills the 
requirements of each flow. The new communication route selected using this method satisfied 
the requirements of the flows. 
 
Chapter 5 Conclusion 
In this study, first of all, we presented a case of applying SDN to multiple domain 
environments. When we started working on this study, there were only a few cases applying 
SDN to multiple domain environments. We believe that this study helped stimulate this field 
of research.At the same time, we showed a new approach to realize inter-domain mobility 
management. 
Our approach can be used by all kinds of users, MNs, or network services. This allows 
everyone to communicate comfortably, even while they are moving. We managed to reduce the 
action an MN has to do to make this mobility management available for MNs with very 
limited computation resources. Besides, by realizing to select new communication routes after 
the move of MNs considering the requirement of the communication, we can support the use 
of a wide range of network services. 
Moreover, we managed to bring back to the proper state of networks by performing 
mobility management on the network side. Due to the inconvenience of the current 
mainstream mobility management techniques, mobility management is often performed on 
the network service side, for example, partitioning data and sending them independently. 
This should be unnecessary work in network service development. 
Our mobility management framework resolves this problem by performing mobility 
management on the network side and freeing developers from mobility management 
consideration. As it can also reduce the use of MN resources, in addition to the adaptability to 
small computation resource MNs, it enables MNs to use their resources on other things. With 
the completion of this study, the growth of wireless communication technology, the spread of 
the IoT environment, and the use of network services can be accelerated. 
For future works, we would extend the framework and the routing mechanism to make 
them suitable for the actual environment. Also, since the evaluations were done in emulation 













第 1 章は序論である． 















第 5 章は結論である． 
以上要するに本論文は，モバイル端末移動後の柔軟な経路制御を可能とする端末モビリティ管
理の実現に向けた要素技術の基礎を与えたものであり，情報通信システムおよび応用情報科学の
発展に寄与するところが少なくない． 
よって，本論文は，博士（情報科学）の学位論文として合格と認める． 
